Genomic organization and sequence conservation in type I Trichomonas vaginalis viruses.
To reveal the genetic conservation of type I Trichomonas vaginalis viruses (TVV) we cloned and sequenced the 4.6-kb ds RNA of a TVV-T5 isolate for comparison with the cDNA sequence of a related TVV-T1 ds RNA. Analogous to TVV-T1, the TVV-T5 ds RNA also contains an upstream capsid protein gene overlapped with a downstream RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RDRP) gene by a +1 reading frame shift. A conserved ribosomal slippage heptamer (C CUU UUU) was found within the consensus 14-nt overlap, and the context of the sequence surrounding the heptamer suggests a potential ribosomal frameshifting in the biosynthesis of RDRP from the initiation of capsid protein either through two consecutive -1 shifts or a +1 shift.